Goldberg Brothers house number signs are an attractive, uniform way to identify addresses in tract housing developments, apartment complexes, and more. Large digits and contrasting base plates are legible in a wide range of lighting conditions. And rust-resistant materials stand up to weather in any climate.

Choose up to five digits and a base plate, then assemble it yourself. Or tell us what you want and we will assemble it for you.

- 20”×7” aluminum base plate
- Stainless steel mounting screws
- 5¼” tall aluminum characters meet most safety standards
- Three powder coat color options: Matte Black, Silver Metallic, and Bronze Texture

Digits are raised off the surface of the base plate for a bold appearance.

Base plates are pre-punched for centered, left-justified, or right-justified numbers.

Signs that include letters or other characters are available by special order.

Base plates are also available in vertical format for 3, 4, and 5-digit numbers.